
VISION The power of one is incredible, but the fearless and focused community is boundless. 
Together we win, together we prove LOVE beats cancer.

The Young and Brave Foundation is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit dedicated to helping today’s children, young adults and families 
overcome the challenges and hardships of a cancer diagnosis. Built on the foundation of LOVE, we exist to inspire, encourage, 
inform, as well as to invest directly into treatment and recovery. We do so through networking, community building, and 
providing one location for all families to start their fight!

www.theyoungandbrave.com

WARRIOR PROGRAM
The simple solution to your fundraising needs, our partnership 
with LOVEbeatscancer.fund ensures our 100% policy. Our goal 
is to make sure every single penny contributed goes to the 
fight against cancer.

You or a loved one have received the unthinkable diagnosis of cancer, been referred 
to the specialist, your physician has developed the best plan of attack and so the 
journey begins…

This journey however is more than just medicine, it involves emotional support, LOVE, 
prayer, and at times monetary assistance. Cancer in every detail is an overwhelming 
experience, which is exactly why we have partnered with LOVEbeatscancer.fund. A 
streamlined approach to fundraising is something we so desperately needed when 
our loved one was faced with cancer. Every dollar contributed to a WARRIOR goes 
directly to that family or individuals fight for life.

Supporting those who  are young, 
brave, and  battling cancer.

YOUNGBRAVE The perfect way to prove LOVE wins.

The YoungBrave Collection represents a commitment to 
LOVE. Your purchase of these goods gives the Foundation the 
opportunity to exist. It provides the resources to chase down 
our dream of helping children and young adults devastated 
by cancer each year. We are continuously inspired and 
motivated by all of the LOVE and support.
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